Motivation: Genetic interaction (GI) patterns are characterized by the phenotypes of interacting single and double mutated gene pairs. Uncovering the regulatory mechanisms of GIs would provide a better understanding of their role in biological processes, diseases, and drug response. For a defined set of factors computational analyses can provide insights into the underpinning mechanisms of GIs.
mechanisms between three components can be reasoned intuitively, adding even one additional gene makes this impossible. The multitude of possibilities to obtain the same behaviour limits the reasoning and generalization over these mechanisms.
Computational approaches can help to overcome these restrictions and build a comprehensive view of mechanisms underlying GIs.
GIs have previously been studied using Boolean models (van Wageningen, et al., 2010) , Bayesian networks (Pe'er, 2005) , Nested effect models with logical functions (Pirkl, et al., 2017) , and Petri nets (PNs) (Mayo and Beretta, 2011) . PNs are a well suited modelling formalism to simulate the dynamic behaviour of biological networks, as it is easy to implement, uses coarse-grained data, and can capture both qualitative and quantitative traits (Bonzanni, et al., 2013; Bonzanni, et al., 2009; Chaouiya, 2007; Jacobsen, et al., 2016) .
In this study, we describe a framework for exhaustive modelling of GI patterns using PNs. We first describe how the models are defined and created, then how specific conditions are implemented and simulated using PNs, and finally how we analyse the simulation results and map them to GI patterns. We have applied the same framework in a separate study (Amini, et al., 2018) where we investigated inversion in gene specific transcription factors (GSTFs) and signalling genes (kinases and phosphatases) in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Here, we applied our framework to investigate factors defining GI patterns. We then further explored inversion and suppression, which are not well understood, to provide insights into their putative regulatory mechanisms, while not being restricted by strong assumptions on the nature of those mechanisms.
Methods

Overview of the framework
We developed a framework for exhaustive modelling of genetic interaction (GI) patterns using Petri nets (PNs), following the conceptual framework of Haydarlou, et al. (2016) , consisting of, 1) model definition and generation, 2) model initiation and simulation, 3) assigning patterns to models, and 4) downstream analyses (). These parts are further divided into 10 subparts. 1A) Models for GIs are formally defined including their restrictions. 1B) Boolean adjacency matrices (BAMs) are generated, defining the topology of the models. 1C) Weighted edge matrices (WEMs) are generated. 1D) Symmetrical WEMs are removed. 1E) PN models are generated. 2A)
PNs are initiated for four conditions: wild type (WT), two single and one double deletion mutant. 2B) PNs are simulated. 3A) GI patterns are assigned to the models based on the simulation results in 2B. 2B and 3A are iterated five times. 3B) ' Unstable' models (i.e., models not assigned to the same pattern for each simulation) and models with rare patterns (as defined by Sameith, et al. (2015) ) are removed. 4) Downstream analyses on models with assigned GI patterns are conducted to suggest generalized mechanisms. Fig. 1 . Overview of the framework for exhaustive modelling of genetic interaction (GI) patterns using Petri nets (PNs). The framework consists of four main parts: 1) model definition and generation, 2) model initiation and simulation, 3) assigning patterns to models, and 4) downstream analyses. These are further divided into 10 subparts. 1A) Models for GIs are formally defined including their restrictions. 1B) Boolean adjacency matrices (BAMs) are generated. 1C) Weighted edge matrices (WEMs) are generated. 1D) Symmetrical WEMs are removed. 1E) PN models are generated. 2A) PNs are initiated with four conditions. 2B) PNs are simulated. 3A) GI patterns are assigned to the models based on the simulation results from 2B. 2B and 3A are iterated five times. 3B) 'Unstable' models and models with rare patterns are removed. 4) Downstream analyses are conducted to suggest generalized mechanisms of GIs.
Defining the topologies of the models and adding weights on edges
The model topologies are defined with BAMs, specifying presence ('1') or absence ('0') of directed edges between nodes from columns to row (B). All possible four-node models were created: two upstream nodes (interacting gene pair or regulators), R1 and R2, and two downstream nodes (genes), G1 and G2, connected through two to eight directed edges, with three exceptions: 1) no self-edges (i.e., autoregulation), 2) maximum of two incoming edges to any node, and 3) minimum of two outgoing edges from the regulators to the downstream genes.
Between 16 and 65,536 WEMs were created for each BAM, where each 'present' edge ('1' in the BAM) was given a weight of either '-1' (weak inhibition), '-5' (strong inhibition), '1' (weak activation) or '5' (strong activation); an 'absent' edge remained a '0' (A, C). Because the two regulators and the two downstream genes are mutually interchangeable, every model has up to three symmetrical counterparts, which were filtered away. 
Generation of PN models
Between 1 and 16 PN models were created for each WEM (A, D). PNs have two types of nodes, 'places' (genes) and 'transitions' (gene interaction), connected by directed edges called 'arcs'. Here, each node in the WEMs became a place, and each edge became a transition with one incoming and one outgoing arc. Each place can hold tokens that denote the availability of the corresponding genes. Tokens can move between places through transitions. Arcs can be activating or inhibiting and have weights that denote amount of tokens to consume from or produce to places. The sign of the edge weight in a WEM (edge type) defines if the corresponding PN transition is inhibiting or activating and is specified on the arc going from the input place to the transition. The edge weight in a WEM defines if the corresponding PN transition is weak or strong and is specified on the arc going from the transition to the output place.
More than one PN model can be created from a WEM if at least one node has two incoming edges. A node with two incoming edges can be represented in the PN in two ways. A place can be activated by one transition depending on two input places ('AND' logic) or two transitions independent of each other ('OR' logic). Transitions with AND logics were only created when the two edges had the same value in the WEM.
Initiating PNs for the four conditions
Each PN was simulated with four conditions: 1) wild type (WT), 2) R1 deletion mutant ( R1Δ ), 3) R2 deletion mutant ( R2Δ ), and 4) R1 and R2 deletion mutants ( R1R2Δ ). The gene places, G1 and G2, were initiated with 0 tokens, because the simulation output is measured in these. Also, regulator(s) in deletion mutants were initiated with 0 tokens. WT regulators were initiated with 200 tokens, which in this implementation is equivalent to unlimited tokens, so the regulation by the regulators stays the same throughout the simulation. Exceptions apply when the two regulators, R1 and R2, are connected, to properly reflect the biological nature of GIs in the models, as detailed in A. Furthermore, all incoming edges to deletion mutants were removed to prevent accumulation of token (i.e., activation) in these places (B).
Fig. 3 . Petri net (PN) rules.
A) The initial token number in R1 and R2 depends on how the regulators are connected. B) Incoming edges to a deleted regulator are removed. In the example shown R1 inhibits R2 in the wild type. In R1Δ the edges remain, because there are no incoming edges to R1. In R2Δ , as well as in R1R2Δ , the inhibition from R1 to R2 is removed. C) A transition in a PN is enabled for an activating arc if the input place has at least 1 token, and for an inhibiting arc, 0 tokens. For AND logic transitions the same rules apply for both arcs, however with one exception, if an inhibiting arc fulfils the requirements but an activating arc does not, the inhibiting arc over rules.
PN simulation rules
PNs were simulated in a stepwise manner with maximal parallel execution (Bonzanni, et al., 2009; Burkhard, 1980) , using rules as set out by Bonzanni, et al. (2013) and Bonzanni, et al. (2014) (summarized in C). The models were simulated using a script adapted from Jacobsen, et al. (2016) . For each of the four conditions of each PN we simulated the gene expression levels in G1 and G2 over 50 steps (including the initial step) one time for non-stochastic models, 10 times for stochastic models with one competing connection, and 100 times for stochastic models with more than one competing connection. We calculated the mean of the token levels in the simulation results for each of the genes, G1 and G2, respectively. This whole process (50 steps 1/10/100 times and further mean calculation) was repeated 5 times.
Assigning GI patterns
For each of the four conditions of each PN, the simulation results were used to assign GI patterns to both genes, G1 and G2, following the criteria set by Sameith, et al. (2015) . We first calculated the fold change (FC) of the final token count (i.e., gene expression changes) of each downstream gene in each mutant compared to WT: FC = log 2 (mutant/WT), where mutant is the final token count in the respective gene after simulation of a mutant condition ( R1Δ , R2Δ or R1R2Δ ), and likewise WT for the WT condition. The FC was used to calculate the genetic interaction (GI) score for each downstream gene in each model:
FC(x) denotes the FC in the corresponding mutants. The FCs and GI scores were used to map GI patterns to the genes in PNs. The mappings of the observed phenotypes (gene expression changes) to GI patterns from Sameith, et al. (2015) were used: the gene expression changes (up-, no-, or down regulation) in the mutants compared to the WT, and the sign of the GI score correspond to a specific pattern. The threshold for defining up and downregulation, as well as positive and negative GI, was log 2 (1.7) and -log 2 (1.7), respectively.
The threshold of 1.7 was established previously (Amini, et al., 2018) ; below or above 1.7 the gene was assigned 'non-interacting'. Some models with a GI score above 1.7 were assigned to 'miscellaneous' and 'miscellaneous simulation' patterns, because they did not correspond to one of the six GI patterns. Such patterns were found to be rare in Sameith, et al. (2015) or in the simulation results.
When both genes in a model are consistent in their pattern assignment for each of the five simulations (see 2B-3A in Fig. 1 ) the model is considered 'stable', however, when at least one gene is assigned to different patterns for one or several simulations, the model is deemed 'unstable'. To avoid uncertainty in the simulation result unstable models were removed based on the assumption that only stable models are meaningful in real gene interaction networks.
Investigating the importance of network complexity and edge strengths in GI models
We calculated the number of PNs per complexity level (number of edges) for each GI pattern and frequencies of edge strengths per complexity level. These numbers were then normalized by the total number of PNs, N, within the same complexity level, k, as: N k, pattern /N k, total .
Generalized mechanisms of inversion and suppression
To allow comparison between the model topologies we considered symmetry around G1 and G2, where G1 is the node under consideration, and G2 is the 'intermediate' node (which also may show genetic interaction). G1 and G2 were exchanged for all models where G2 is the node under consideration. Further, we also considered symmetry around R1 and R2 to distinguish the effect of their respective single mutations. Moreover, each GI pattern consists of two or four subpatterns, depending on the direction of the mutations; these are listed in Supplementary Table S1 .
For each subpattern we expect that most models with low complexity levels may be contained within models with higher complexity levels. Thus, we can describe each subpattern with a set of unique topologies, 'prototypes', that may explain higher complexity level models, while retaining the same behaviour (GI pattern or subpattern). A prototype, thus, generalizes all its inclusive PNs. For each prototype we determined and counted all topologies and their corresponding PNs.
We described generalized mechanisms for the five most abundant prototypes for inversion 'up-no-DOWN' and 'down-no-UP' and suppression 'up-no-NO' and 'down-no-NO' by analysing the prototypes and considering their edge weight frequencies. If an edge is activating or inhibiting in more than 75% of the PNs, this is indicated on the edges: arrow for activation and perpendicular bar for inhibition. If the type of regulation is unclear a circle is used. Likewise, weight (-1, -5, 1 or 5) is shown on an edge if it appears in more than 75% of the PNs, (bold edge for strong). Finally, strength (weak: -1/1, or strong: -5/5 with bold edge) is shown on an edge if it appears in more than 75% of the PNs, where type and weight are not dominant. Additional edges are considered relevant for the mechanism, if a particular non-zero edge weight, type, or strength, occurs in more than 50% of the PNs for that prototype.
Results
Definition and exhaustive generation of GI models
In this study, we created a framework for exhaustive modelling of genetic interaction (GI) patterns using Petri nets (PNs) (). We defined four-node models connected through two to eight directed edges with weights of 1, 5, -1, or -5 (weak, strong activation, weak, strong inhibition). Two incoming edges are implemented dependent (AND logics) or independent (OR logics) of each other, in separate models. A model has two upstream regulators, R1 and R2, controlling the expression of two downstream genes, G1 and G2. Via an edge, a gene mediates regulation of another gene. A GI between the regulators may be detected in either one of the downstream genes, or in both. Filtering included three restrictions for creating BAMs (yielding 728) and removal of symmetrical WEMs (yielding 2,323,936; see Methods for details) resulting in a total of 9,172,034 PN models.
PN simulation of GI patterns
All PNs were simulated with four conditions: WT, two single and one double deletion mutant (see Methods). A GI score was calculated for each gene to map them to possible GI patterns, using the procedure described by Sameith, et al. (2015) (summarized in Methods). Models for which the assigned GI pattern in at least one of the genes was inconsistent between five simulations were labelled 'unstable' and discarded (212,169, 2.3%). Of the stable models, 1,546,825 (17.3%) were discarded because they were assigned to miscellaneous patterns (683,831, 7.6%) as defined by Sameith et al. (2015) , to additional miscellaneous patterns only observed in the PN simulations (838,755, 9.4%), or both (24,239, 0.3%). 5,144,630 (57.4%) were assigned to one or two GI patterns, the remaining 2,268,410 (25.3%) were non-interacting in both genes. The number of topologies and PNs for each of the GI patterns and those showing no interaction are shown in Fig. 4 . Inversion is observed in fewest topologies and PNs (482 and 168,987) and quantitative suppression in most (705 and 2,017,748). Each GI pattern constitutes a large fraction of the total 728 topologies, thus there is no obvious connection between particular topologies and GI patterns. 
Network complexity and edge strength are important for GI patterns
We investigated the relation between edge weights and assigned GI pattern by counting the number of 'strong' edges (weight +5 or -5) in each PN. Fig. 5 shows normalized frequencies of PNs and strong edges per complexity level (i.e. number of edges) for inversion, masking, buffering and suppression. Independent of edge weight the overall distribution of PNs is skewed towards higher complexity levels for each GI pattern, but with different shapes. The distribution increases linearly for inversion and masking, has two peaks for buffering at complexity level 2 and 8, and peaks at complexity level 6 for suppression. Note that there are no two-edge models for suppression and inversion. Quantitative buffering and quantitative suppression show similar distributions as their non-quantitative counterparts, and models with no interaction show higher overall frequencies (just above 0.4) than the models with assigned GI patterns (Supplementary Figure S1) . For non-interacting models, complexity level 2 is substantially more likely, indicating that the low complexity most likely leads to non-interacting behaviour.
The frequency of strong edges is visualized by the colours of the bars in Fig.   5 , where red means no strong edge and the other rainbow colours one to eight strong edges in a model. The maximum number of possible strong edges equals the total number of edges, hence the number of colours per bar increases with the complexity level. Further, a binomial distribution is expected for these frequencies, as models with no strong or no weak edges can only be described in one way (all edges are strong or all are weak), whereas models with both strong and weak edges can be described in multiple ways. Thus, intermediate numbers of strong edges, relative to the complexity level, are expected to occur most often. Only 993 out of the 168,987 inversion models (0.59%) have no strong edge. Likewise only 1,243 (0.73%) of the models have no weak edge. Note that topologically identical models with all weak edges or all strong edges have identical behaviour, only all token levels will differ five-fold; while the relative levels determining GI patterns stay the same. The number of models with all weak/strong edges is .% and this is much smaller than the 1.4% expected from the corresponding binomial distributions for all possible networks with two to eight edges ( Supplementary Table S2 ), which demonstrates that a combination of both weak and strong edges may be important to obtain a model that shows inversion. This effect is also important for masking, but slightly less so, as 0.75%, and 0.93% masking models are observed with no strong edges and no weak edges, respectively. For buffering and the other patterns we observe the binomially expected fraction of around 1.4% of models with only weak or only strong edges. To sum up, the combination of strong and weak edges may be considered as a characteristic property of inversion and masking patterns. 
Prototypes enable description of generalized mechanisms for GI subpatterns
To better understand the regulatory mechanisms of GI patterns in the simulation results, we would like to derive some generalized models based on the large variety of models that we see associated with each GI pattern. In order to do that, we first must separate the GI patterns into subpatterns based on their behaviour. For example, inversion, where the double mutant has the opposite effect of one of the single mutants, comes in four varieties: either one, or both, of the single mutants may show an effect, and this may be either (one or both) positive, or (one or both) negative. We write these as 'up-no-DOWN', 'up-up-DOWN', 'down-no-UP' and 'down-down-UP', respectively (see Supplementary Table S1 for a complete list). We introduce the concept of a 'prototype', which is the topology with the lowest complexity that is found included in (higher complexity) topologies of PNs of the same GI subpattern. Here, we will focus on the five most abundant prototypes for the two most frequent subpatterns of inversion and suppression. 'up-no-DOWN' and 'down-no-UP' represent 96.67% of all inversion models, and 'up-no-NO' and 'down-no-NO' represent 99.73% of all suppression models ( Supplementary Figures   S2-S5 ). For these, we analysed edge weight frequencies to include information about the type (activating or inhibiting) and strength (1 or 5) of the edges occurring in the majority of the PNs (see Methods for details; Supplementary Figures S6-S9 ) in order to describe their generalized mechanisms (see Fig. 6 ). Note that, through the way we set up the analysis, in these models G1 is always the node that shows the inversion (Fig. 6A,B) or suppression (Fig. 6C,D) pattern. Further, meta-annotations (arrows in red and green) are included to better describe the generalized mechanisms. These are based on our interpretations and are, thus, not based on an analysis. to the prototype, if they are present in more than 50% of the PNs of that prototype. The numbers of PNs per prototype is shown below each graph.
Generalized mechanisms for inversion
We identified 19 prototypes for inversion 'up-no-DOWN', which encapsulate all 120,255 PNs for that subpattern, and 45 for inversion 'down-no-UP' encompassing all 49,216 models ( Supplementary Figure S2, S3 ). The five most abundant prototypes for each inversion subpattern are shown in Fig. 6A-B .
The simplest mechanism for inversion 'up-no-DOWN' ('1' in Fig. 6A ) has three components: R1 weakly activates G1, R2 strongly activates G1, and R1 inhibits R2. Thus, R1 blocks the strong activation of R2 on G1. Therefore, there is 'no' difference between WT and R2Δ . However, in R1Δ, R2 is 'activated', and G1 goes 'up', while in R1R2Δ , G1 goes 'down'. Mechanisms 2 and 4 have the same three components, but the regulation from R1 or R2 to G1 is indirect via G2. In mechanisms 3 and 5 both are indirect: the regulations from R1 and R2 to G1 both go via G2.
For inversion 'down-no-UP' the simplest mechanism ('1' in Fig. 6B ) can be explained with: R1 weakly activates G1, and R1 and R2 strongly inhibit G1 indirectly via G2. Thus both R1 and R2 contribute to the inhibition of G1; hence there is 'no' difference between WT and R2Δ , while in R1R2Δ , G1 goes 'up'. G1 goes 'down' in R1Δ , because R1 weakly activates G1. The weak activation from R1 to G1 is also seen in mechanisms 3 and 4. Different from mechanism 1, R1 inhibits R2 in mechanisms 2-5. Thus, there is 'no' difference between WT and R2Δ , where R2 is either blocked by R1 or knocked out leading to a weak activation in G1 via G2. In R1Δ , R2 is 'activated' and G1 goes 'down'. In R1R2Δ , G1 goes 'up' because of activation from both R1 and R2.
Generalized mechanisms for suppression
We identified 19 prototypes for suppression 'up-no-NO', which encapsulate all 609,778 PNs for that subpattern, and 22 prototypes for suppression 'down-no-NO' encompassing all 882,656 models ( Supplementary Figure S4, S5 ). Fig. 6C and D show the five most abundant prototypes for suppression with frequent edges and dominant edge weights added.
The simplest mechanism for suppression 'up-no-NO' ('1' in Fig. 6C ) has three components: R1 inhibits R2, R2 activates G1, and an interaction from R1 to G2 with no specific edge type or strength. The first two interactions add up to an indirect inhibition of G1 by R1, via R2. This pattern re-occurs in mechanisms 2 and 3 (Fig.   6C ). In mechanism 4 and 5, R1 directly inhibits G1, while R2 activates G1 indirectly by a double inhibition via G2. Because R1 directly and indirectly inhibits G1, there is 'no' difference between WT and R2Δ . In R1Δ this inhibition is removed and G1 goes 'up'. In R1R2Δ , G1 is not activated and has 'no' difference between WT.
The mechanisms for suppression 'down-no-NO' are similar to 'up-no-NO' mechanisms 1-3, with the difference that R2 inhibits G1 (instead of activates), yielding an indirect activation of G1 by R1 through a double inhibition via R2 (in 1-3), and in mechanisms 3 and 5 also via G2. Thus, there is 'no' difference between WT and R2Δ , where the inhibition of R1 on R2 leads to an activation of G1. This is blocked, however, R1Δ , where G1 goes 'down'.
Discussion
In this study, we have addressed the regulatory complexity of genetic interactions (GIs) observed in four-node networks with a computational approach. The exhaustive modelling framework presented in this study, was also applied in Amini, et al. (2018) , and to the best of our knowledge is the first that investigates all possible underlying mechanisms for a set of GI patterns. Previous modelling approaches have focused on observed GIs in specific gene-pairs (Pirkl et al., 2017) . For the GI patterns observed in S. cerevisiae by Sameith, et al. (2015) , we noted that network complexity and edge strengths play a role in their mechanisms. By systematically studying the model properties we derived putative generalized mechanisms for inversion and suppression, two GI patterns that thus far have remained poorly characterized.
An entirely unbiased exhaustive approach with four fully connected nodes and five edge weights (parameters) would produce 5 16 = 152,587,890,625 models, which renders unfeasible for comprehensive modelling strategy. To make an exhaustive approach feasible we limited ourselves in the definition of the model topologies and parameters. To be able to do that efficiently, we generated the models on three levels with filtering steps in between. 4,096 Boolean adjacency matrices (BAMs) were generated with three restrictions producing 2,323,936 weighted edge matrices (WEMs) after filtering symmetrical models. As results, we obtained slightly over 9 million biologically relevant PN models for simulation and analysis, which is a manageable number, and incidentally only a small fraction of the initial 152 billion.
We showed that each GI pattern constitutes a large fraction of the total 728 topologies (see Fig. 4A ), thus there is no obvious connection between a particular topology and a particular GI pattern. However, in Fig. 5 we see that the distribution of PNs across complexity levels differs between the GI patterns; also, the distribution of PNs with different edge strengths varies between the GI patterns. Network complexity is a topological feature, thus topology does play a role in the underlying mechanisms of GI patterns, in combination with other factors such as weak and strong edges, as we observed for e.g. inversion and masking (Amini, et al., 2018) .
To arrive at generalized mechanisms for GI patterns, we here introduced the concept of a 'prototype' that describes a set of PN models with shared topological features and the same GI subpattern. In a recent study by Videla, et al. (2017) using prior-knowledge networks (PKN) and experimental data, families of logical networks were learned from a given topology; models in one family characterize the response expected from experiments equally well . A family of models in their framework is comparable to our definition of prototypes. Further, combining prototypes with frequent edges and dominant edge weights, enabled us to identify generalized mechanisms for inversion and suppression, respectively (see Fig. 6 ). In these generalized mechanisms based on the prototypes the combinations of strong and weak edges and of activating and inhibiting edges, were crucial properties. This is in agreement with a study by Pirkl, et al. (2017) where they inferred the networks for particular gene sets in van Wageningen, et al. (2010) and Sameith, et al. (2015) , from which Pirkl, et al. (2017) concluded that quantitative properties, notably differences in interaction strength, are needed to reproduce all patterns in the dataset. In addition to that more general conclusion, the use of the prototype analysis also allows us to investigate the correlated occurrence of certain edges, edge types and edge weights that in combination lead to a particular behaviour of the network. Fig. 6Fig . 6
Our results show that GI patterns can be explained by vast numbers of PNs.
However, we have no gold standard to assess the relevance of our simulation results, as a complete solution space cannot be observed with current experimental technology. The experimental data on gene specific transcription factors (GSTFs) in S. cerevisiae by Sameith, et al. (2015) favours buffering and inversion, while in our simulation results suppression and quantitative suppression occur most frequently ( Fig. 4) . Some of these differences no doubt arise from biases in our modelling approach. However, they may also be explained by functional properties of GSTFs, which would yield selection pressures for certain GI patterns (Amini, et al., 2018) . In this sense, one may also interpret our overall set of Petri net models as an elaborate and well-informed null-model, describing the distribution of network properties and GI patterns to expect in the absence of (natural) selection. Milo, et al. (2002) identified two significantly recurring network motifs of three-and four-nodes, respectively, in gene interaction networks in yeast. In future studies, this type of knowledge may be used to select biologically plausible models from the null-model.
In summary, this study shows how to model GI patterns in an unbiased way, i.e. without prior assumption of particular motifs to be analysed, and offers profound insights into the nature of these GIs by revealing key properties and suggesting potential underlying mechanisms. Our simulation results can be used for subsequent analysis, e.g. to further investigate the importance of the parameters and their combinations for patterns, and to support deeper investigation of mechanisms for the other GI patterns, such as buffering and masking. And, finally, these results may provide a source of inspiration to guide future experimental studies for further improving our understanding of molecular interactions between specific genes.
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